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REVIEWING:
POSITION

MY
Martin McGrath likes to get reviewed, even bad reviews, so he's looking forward
to you all publishing something about this editorial and telling him why it all went so
badly wrong. Just don't mention Steven Spielberg.

I always seek out reviews of the stuff I
get published. I know there are people
who say they never look at a review,
but I don't realty believe them. For me
the point of writing is to tell stories to
other people. Some people say they
write only for themselves, not caring
whether they're read or if their work
is liked. But what's the point of that?
If you're telling stories to yourself,
keep them in your head - the special
effects are better and you don't have
to worry about the spelling. And how
come so many of those people get
published? If they're only writing for
themselves, how do the publishers
get hold of their manuscripts? Do
Orbit or Angry Robot have teams of
housebreakers and hackers going
round pinching pages from winsome
artistic types?

Nonsense. All writers who seek
publication want to be read and
getting reviewed is one of the few
ways that an amateur author (like
me) can ever be (reasonably) sure
that anyone has bothered to plough
through one of their stories.

Not only do I read reviews, I value
them, even the ones that point out
flaws or rip a story to shreds.

That's not to say a negative review
isn't annoying, or even upsetting, but
once the sting has passed there's
usually something to be learned from
the comments. As Aliette de Bodard
points out (on page B) there is an art
to taking critiques, but I'm always of
the opinion that any review is better
than being ignored.

The old advice is that an author
should never respond to a review 
whether it is good or bad - but there
are times when that can be difficult.

Usually it isn't the negative
reviews that grate the most, but
the bad ones. The ones where the
reviewer clearly hasn't paid attention

to your story, the ones where they
patently get things wrong or just
don't get what you're trying to do but
are content to go ahead and give their
opinions anyway.

In one review I received recently
the reviewer said he didn't like the
story because it reminded her too
much of Steven Spielberg's recent
film Woro/the Worlds.

I still have the bruise on my head
where it impacted the desk, several
times, after reading the review.

My problem?
It wasn't that she didn't like the

story or that she compared my story
to War 0/ the Worlds - that was part
of the point.

But she compared it to Steven
Spielberg's Woro/the Worlds.

No!
HG Wells. H! G! Bloody! Wells!
As you can see, the review still

rankles, a little, even after all this
time. But here's the thing - even this
review tells me something. Actually it
tells me a couple of things.

First, never explain your story.
Stories are a bit like jokes, if you have
to tell someone why a joke is funny
then either: (a) the joke wasn't funny
to begin with; (b) you've made a mess
of telling it; or (c) the person you're
telling the joke to doesn't share your
sense of humour and you're wasting
your time. If all of the people who
read your story stare blankly at the
last page and ask NHuh?" then you
probably need to take it back to the
drawing board. But if most readers
understand it, shrug off the outlier's
comments and get on with your life.

Which leads me to the second
point, don't obsess over it if not
everyone likes or understands what
you are trying to do. People react to
things differently. There are people
out there who prefer Billy Ray Cyrus

to Bach - you can't legislate for these
people and you probably can't change
their minds. If you're aiming for the
Bach crowd (or, for that matter, the
Billy Ray Cyrus crowd) don't worry
about what the other lot think - be
grateful that there are some people
who like what you're doing.

In the end you have to accept
that, in putting your work out for
public consumption, you are going
to get criticised. Suck it up. Always
remember that it's better to be read
that to be ignored. Reviews, good and
bad, are part of being a writer and
if you're getting any reviews you're
making progress because your story
has escaped from your head, made it
to paper and is being read by others.

But, really... Steven Spielberg?

AN APOLOGY
You may have noticed that there
was only one issue of Focus last
year. This was entirely the fault of
the editor, who spent most of the
last six months of 2010with a boring
but relatively debilitating illness.

BSFA publications are produced
by volunteers, a fact that has
strengths and weaknesses. One
weakness is that there isn't always
someone available to step in when
there are problems.

I'm on the mend and Focus is
back on schedule this year. We've
also made this issue slightly longer
than normal

Thanks to the contributors for
their patience and I hope you enjoy
this and future issues.

We are always looking for
material for Focus, so If you'd like to
contribute please get in touch.

My email address is:

martin@martinmcgrath.net
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THE WAY
THROUGH THE
WOODS
A WRITER'S GUIDE TO WRITERS' GUIDES
by NINA ALLAN.

' while it is impossible to make a competent writer out of a bad writer, and while it is equally
impossible to make a great writer out ofa good one, it is possible, with lots of hard work, dedication and
timely help, to make a good writer out oj a merely competent one:

Stephen King On Writing

'..... rhe one way to avoid what has already been done is to be true to yourself.'

Ramsey Campbell 'Avoiding What's Been Done to Death'

Whenever I find myself getting inter
ested in something, my first instinct has
always been to read about it. Not only to
immerse myself in the facts, but to gain
a sense of what other like minds might
have to say about them. I can happily ad
mit to owning almost a dozen books on
spiders, and to being perfectly content
to spend long periods of time studying
the directory of south eastern network
railway maps. I have amassed books on
all kinds of subjects connected in one
way or another with the thinBS I like to
write about. I have also collected a large
number of books about writinB itself.

! wrote from a very young age, but it
was only when I took the decision to be
Bin writinB seriously, to dedicate my life
to it, that I beBan to ask myself search
inB questions about how it was done. As
a reader and as a student of literature I
had dozens of opinions about those fa
vourite writers who were my heroes and
heroines, but I tended to believe that the
writing was somethinB I couid already do.
I had a facility with words, a sound Brasp
of EnBlish grammar and an instinctive
knowledge of how to bring order to my
ideas. Iwassoon to learn though that this
was not the whole story.

!hadtounlearnalot.Thereisastrong
trend in academic circles that seems ac
tively hostile towards an anarchic, inde
pendent way of thinking, which is pre
cisely what you should be cultivating if
you're planning on becoming a writer. I
was first panic stricken and then amused
to discover that the rather formal kind of
writing I had once excelled at was now
useless to me and that I had to start more
or less from scratch.
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But where was the right place to
start? Eager to begin at once, I spent
my first weekend as a writer producinB
the first piece of originai fiction I'd tried
my hand atin almost a decade. (A story
called The Beachcomber, later published
in Dark Horizons in 2002.) It was very far
from perfect, especially in its first draft,
but it was mine, and the satisfaction and
sheer rightness I found in completing it
meant that this was a life-changing mo
ment.

What I wanted to do next was im
prove. I began to read - I'd been a com
pulsive reader ever since I first learned
the alphabet but my reading now was
subtly different, directed, an ongo
ingtutorial with the masters I hoped to
emulate. I questioned myself incessantly
- why did a book work for me and what
made me admire it? What made me not?
- and being a tistjunkie t started keeping
a personal journal of constantly evolving
'top tens.'

I also began acquiring a taU stack of
writers' guides. I still find these enjoy
able and interesting to read - the learn
ing process is never over and if you think
you've reached the stage where it is then
you're probably dead - but in those first
few years of practising the craft I was
completely addicted to them. I read eve
rything on the subject of writing I could
lay my hands on. Although t knew from
day one that I was going to be a writer
of speculative fiction I didn't know at first
that there were guides specifically tai
lored to this field, and soa lot of what I
read at first was more general. I uncov·
ered some gems along the way - Dor
othea Brande's On Becoming 0 Writer,

Margaret Atwood's Negotioting with the
Deod, John Gardner's wonderfully acer
bic On Becoming a Novelist, Christopher
Booker's The Seven Bosic Plots and a
rather slimmer but completely delightful
practical version of this by Peter Rubie
called The Elements of Storytelling - but
the turning point came when I realised
there were writers' guides out there writ
ten, for so It seemed, precisely for me, by
writersofsciencefiction,fantasyandhor
ror. The fact that these books and these
writers did not seek to justify themselves,
that they took it for granted that ghosts,
monsters, altered states and alien planets
were not only suitable but necessary sub
jectsforseriousfictionwasa huge relief;
the fact that these people were willing to
share their invaluable specialist knowl
edgewasagenuinethrill.

I would never presume to tell any
one what they should or must read; writ
ing should not be about prescription or
proscription, but about the process of
self-discovery. But it seemed an interest
ing and useful idea to highlight some of
those writers' guides that I have found to
be most enjoyable and thought-provok
ing.1 know there'll be some I've left out,
but as this essay is meantasa launch pad
and not an info·dump that's something I
guess we can live with.

For the new writer, someone tak·
ing their first steps in the field and feel
ing a bit apprehensive about it, I would
wholeheartedly recommend lisa Tuttle's
book How fO Write Fantasy and Science
Fiction. Her guide has chapters on all the
more 'basic' aspects of writing - charac
ter development, point of view, dialogue,
description - but usefully and skilfully



cants the whole endeavour towards the
speculative end of fiction, with sections
on world-building. 'rules of magic: future
lanauage and naming your aliens, toseth
~ with explanations of those specialist
areas of f.antasy and science flction that
might sometimes confuse the beginner:
steamptlnk, cyberpunk, heroic fantasy,
space opera and the fantasyepic.lnvalu
able though these insights are, what
makes this book stand out is Tuttle's liber
al use of her personal strategies and writ
erty experiences to itIustrate and enliven
the text. The book shows a thoroughgo
Ingand lucid understanding of the story
writing process; the text is cleanly writ
ten and invigorating. The final chapter,
'The Story of a Story: which follows the
progress of one piece of fiction from orig
inalinception through to final publication
is particularly satisfying. demonstrating
as it does the arbitrariness, the mixture
of luck and judgement that is present in
the lives of all writers, even those that are
widely published and well known. The
advice that Tuttle gfves is always sensible,
sound, and above all encouragina:

Write. This is the most imponont
thing a writer does. Moybe you'rr
waiting for t~ big ideo, some·
thing/ontosticolly original, some·
thing with best-seller potential, a
reo/classic. While there's no harm
in aiming high, you'll never get
anywhere If you insist that every-

thing must be perfect before you
begin. If you're not ready to stan
o novel, and none of )'Our Ideas
sam 'origlnof enough {or a shon
story, allow )'Ourself to write PlJre
Iy as Ofl exercise, obout whotever
comes to hondo

A favourite format for writers' guides is
that of the compendium, a single vol·
ume containing a selection of essays by
a number of writers, each on a different
aspect of the craft. How to Write Toles
of Horror, Fantasy and Science Fiction
edited by J. N. Williamson and includ
ing chapters by Ray Bradbury, Ramsey
Campbell, Robert Bloch and Steve Ramie
Tem among others is COl! such book, and
even though I notice it's twenty years old
now it still feels fresh and exciting. One of
the most interesting and often amusing
things about a 'portmanteau' guide like
this is that it oflen appears to give contra
dictory advice! Imagine a group of writ
ers all sat around in the bar at EasterCon
arguing about which of Ballard's catastro
phe novels is the best or the conflicting
merits of the Tar~kySoIoris versus the
Soderbergh and you'll get the idea. The
sheer diversity of styles and personalities
on offer in these chapters is fascinating in
itself, and the whole serves to pass on a
valuable lesson: there Is no right way to
do it,there is only your way.

Ray Bradbury's words on his way had
a profound impact on me at the time I

tirst read them and area continuing prac
tical inspiration:

I began to moke lists of titles,
to put down 10m; lists of ftOUfIS.

These lists ~re the provocotions,
finolly, that caused my better self
to sur{r:Jce. I was fee/mg my way
towards something hOflest hid
den beneath the trapdoor on the
top of my skull I began to run
through those lists, pick 0 f10Un,

and then sit down to write 0 long
prose-~m-~5Say on if. Som~

wher~ olom; on about the mid
dle of the page, or ~rhops on
the second page, the prose poem

would tllm into a stoty. Which is
to soy that a choraet~r sudd~nly

appeared and soid, '"Thot's m~';

or; 'Thor's an id~a Ilikel' And rh~

character would then finish rh~

tole for me.

I might add that for the list addict such
as myself one of the abiding pleasures
of this book is the section at the end in
which th~ editors and contributors reveal
their own science fiction, fantasy and
horror 'top tens: There is also a list of 're
quired reading: necessarily limited by the
publiutlon date of the book but of value
nonetheless.

Stephen King's On Writing is a book
I have read from cover to cover several
times already and will inevitably read
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~ just for the sheef pteasure of Kinc's
camplny and hes -.ntQb6e~
voa Ukt hes must-oftMl study 01 twen
Mth century honOt ficdon and onema
DotIse' MocafIft land in this aM: I think
I tNIly do mean must-f1l!ildl. On wnonv
lIS RvWd W!tV much in the chattY wrnacu
tat of the endncftS and introductioM to
Kine's shott story coIecbons and nowk.
He has 1M ability to ma. a anP9lnc Mr·
tatlYl! out of af'l1lhin&. '"dudinc this auto
biocBptllc.al study of how OM writft was
born and made, and as someone who
believes that Kine is the wor1d's IfUtest
ivlnc stotvteIJef It's always a joy to me
simpty to look and listen and try to~
_ In vain, In varnI - just how he doeS it.

The book Is formed of thtH sec
tionS: an openinl essay on how KinI first
became a wnter, a 'loafbolt' in which he
enu~tes the new wnter's most valua
ble assets, and the fiNl thIrd of the book.
which lives pnctiaI acMu in all aspects
of storyte'llinc. IIl.Ismted WIth numerous
examples both from Kine's own wor1cs
i1nd those of others. There is also a post
script, recoundnc Klne's nelr·h1Q1 ~
counter WIth a drunk dover, and how A'l

the enditwashisdeslretoretumtoworll
;as rnoch ;as the doctors that literally got

him badOl'l hesfftt.
Ai a wnte', lirlI"s bol* - very

imp)l"tInl to me penonaIIy beQuse it
seoemed to lIVe me pem'lISs- to make
up stot'leS If't the~ 1chose Other tnOf'e

autious pdes adwsed me to pkIt~
fuIy~ I swted, to wnte chapter
trv<hapter breakdowns of my~, to
work out the endings of my stGrits well
in Idvance. Alt perfectly IOUnd advice
for some I'm sure, but the trouble is I've
never been ilbte to write I1ke thilt. 1hilve
always set out with only the vasuest no
tion ofw~ I'm loIf1&. and from then
OI'lIt'S a multure of scribbled Itne:s In my
fIOtebook and - SImply Wfltil'll the 1tOfY.
It sounds insane I know, and it Is uve that
my Nrd drwe lIS streWn WIth the QIQSoI!S

01 stones tNt - thuI br It w,illst 
SlmPY not ~.~ to me in
hA But do. it's the ontv~ 1SHm Ib'e
toworll- andl~delctttedandmost

of all rdewd when I~ that
Kinl's~ of worb'1Ils broadlv the gme

i1S my own-

, beIitw pIortintJ ond rile~
toMrty 0/ real crroHolt or!'It'r
compoti~. n's MsI thor I M
os cleor obout this os / COlt - I
IIMJltr )'OU' !D untkrstond rhor my

baSIC bdt/ about rile mobn9 of
StOMS Is thor rhq prnt)l rnudl
mok ftwmsdves. TM job 01 the
wrirn is fO g"'r them 0 pIoa to

grow (ond !D rrotUUlM- them.
of~}·tf)'OU'COtlSftthings

rM woy (or or /east tty to) -
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con wortr~ comfortobly.

It Oft rile odtet Itond. )'OU' d«Jdr
rm~rhor's/ftlL'Ibu-'t-

...-
If the rnast.ft 5a'P it's 0lC. men why not?
With its ode Qbn bomone of Ivsshort
stories pubIshtd in MJ(haeI Moorcod(s

semt~ N~~ maprine toWMds
the end of the 1960s, Christopher Priest's
book ErsGtl' WiMs lreWwed in Focv:J ~I
islS~ll'ldinsilhtfuluSt~

Klna's, but if InythInc, Priest 10ft !!Yen

further and does somethina few writers
would dare to do: he dieS ncm to the
bad 01 his cbet and Yys bdore us his
e~r1lestmanuscrlpt:s. some of them IW¥ef

befOfe publtshed, and ~Il of them deeply

rewilflne of those first stJ'UIII6 with be
COl'T'tII1I a profftsionaI writft tNt most

prdtf to keep comfortabty buned.
WIth cou~1I! and humour ~nd the

ricOfOUSinsilhtwtlsOMofhis~

rnarb. Pnest does not burt his youthful
follies nor try to maier elD.I5eS for them:
inste~ he i1nalyses the full texts one by
one, and in I lasclrl~tinl Journey that
~ us !rom his fitst competed st«y to
the pubAiaDOn of the nowIa mat imlTIe'

dm.dt preceded his scrnnc byfa~ Ind
his decision to 10 frHYnee, he demon
straM'S in the most ptOKUVe and~
." hoW he rNde the traMIOOI'l from
Slmpty Ill/UtItItl9 to wrn to KtlaIy doInc
jt, ~nd cbnI rt br'iIbndy.

ft's ~ auo.aIlXM't to make that what
lIS IadJnI If' most beciNWC wnten IS not

QIent. but sulfiaent desft.. ~ny may
think they h~ the deSIre to be wnten,
but what they actuillIy haYe is i1n upi~

Don t~rds I cemln life:stvk'. When it
comes to puttlns pen repe,tteclly ~nd con
sistently to paper, to the yean of sheer
hard S~ft, the S41crlllce, In effect.. of the
'rear hfe for the life of the Im~nation,

many perl\aps undefSbndabty do not

haW the ~mbltion.What Priest's prentice
pieces show rncJte tMn anvthine is the
sheer pen.sunt doged~.............__ ....-
if adhered to wII PJlY oft

In has Ion& In.ttoeNctory II!SSI'Y Pnest
desoibes the moment when he 'deeded
tobecomeawritK"

OM rtlrl'ting I trICHk trr'f rpipholtiC'

discDwry about rile writing of
boob.. IsudrknI'f fNfMd thor 0

boolr dKJ not: comf" .spotItoMOU$ly
or m«holtico/Iy /tiro existence,
lilre rhe ptT1ducr 0/ on UMftfI 1ft
tNstrioI proau. A book wDS rhe
trSUltofo~hu

molt QCtnIlt)': 0 writer sor down

IrK hours Oft end. Wlrh ~ ond

po;w:r,orMth~COI'

skJved ~ sertrena, ~
WfKd, evelt rtIrf)' cornmo. molClf'9

chokft ond dedsiom oU tM WlJ)'.

The srory _ mode up. Wlwnted....
, JooRd err rile CDWf of rile

boOk I hoppmrd to _ rroditt9

thor~lfwDSopopertloct

, bod bougM 0 Jrw dop 1Plrier.
w0lgrr3oobitdJaol'lof lriort
Aldiss's Non-Stop. with irs /ortlO4lS
cotcJlpeltny wwr pomMg cmd Its
~butrrvsJrodj"IJbIutb.

I sow it Itt 0 wholI)t di/Jermt right:
It hod ~It mark. A wntt"l' hod
wrlttelt It. AI rhot IrlOfMltt the die
..os arst. , too would be 0 wnt·
er; Nochitt9 • would br good
enough. It wDS within grasp. do

obit. odIicMJbIt.
It """" MorcJl1962. l..os

righrH1t)"lrOtS old. OM Iifr /todo
pointerrlosr.

It's a ttitament to his commitment and
driYe~Ol"ICehet\MltakenhlSd«ision

Pnest newt de'Mted from it. ThIS per.
haps Is the most Ylluilble lesson of III.
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News from It
ORBITERS
IN PRINT

ARE WE
WATCHING
YOU?

Congratulations galore! II's been
a while since we got to crow, but
happily Editor Martin Mcgrath is
now back on his feet and Focus back
in your Ictterboxcs. And here's proof
that in its absence Orbiters have been
anything but idle. In alphabetical
order we hu\'c: [drum roll please]

James Bloomer won the James
White Award with an Orbitl!d short
story: "Flock. Shoat Herd". It was
announced at the last AGM, to his
complete surprise, and has now been
published in IlIlr.-:oIIt'.

Adrian faulkner's short siory
"Jetsam" appeared in Nro' Hori::;OllS

and another story was selected by
Mark Charon ewton's as part of his
&",ix project http://markcnewton.
rom

Rob Harkess has had the following
short story publications: "Jack in a
Box" in the E!lCupt Vf'locity anthology;
"Scrved Chilled" in Qualltlllll Muse; "A

Light Touch 011 the Neck" in Abandoned
TOfl\'rs; and "Black Rose" in the Monk
PlIllk anthology, published by Stalic
Movement.

Mark lies has had short story "The
Cult of Adam" published in Static
Movement's A'lollk PI/Ilk anthology,
"A Handful of StarsN in £seaIN Velocity
and an article on writing published on
the site www.profwriting.com

Anna Kashina's short story ""The
Hatchling" appeared in Alldromeda
SptI«U'tl!fS l"jlight Magcint and her
novel, First Sword, has been published
by Wildlife Press, USA {Yes, she Orbits
from across the water).

Martin McGrath's "Proper Little
Soldier" appeared in the anthology
Conflicts from Newcon Press, his
flash-fiction short story "Seven Swans
A·Swimming" was included in
DarkFietio/l MlIga::iut's Twelve Dilys of

Cllristmas anthology i1nd "Eskragh"
was published in Albedo Ollt and
received an honorable mention (rom
Ellen Datlow in her Yiar's Bt'Sl Horror
round-up.

Geoff Neider's short story "In
Absentia" was the editor's pick at
tllilrorror:ille.colll, "The Examination"
was in the QlIttllslalld 100 anthology
for flood relief, "Don't Bite My
Finger" appeared in the MOIJk PlIllk

anthology from Static Movement, his
novel Hot Air was published by the
Dutch WU Academy, "An Indefinite
Article" appeared in Sounds of ight
and there was an honorable mention
for l..Lft ulgga~ [opening chaptersl in
the Strong Scenes.

Rosie Oliver's article "Writer's Rant"
was published in 711l~ Nro1 Writtr along
with her short story "Cold Pressure".
Her short story "CA.T." was
published by nYB Press and "Thank
You for the Music" was in the Escape
Velocity anthology

Tim Taylor's short story "I Won the
Earth Evacuation Lottery" appeared
in the SIJOl!S, Slrips all/I CadQl'l'r5
anthology, published by Newcon
Press, and nominated for a BSFA
award

Nick Wood's short story "Lunar
VoicesN won the Accesslblt Futures
contest at redstonesciencefiction.
com "BridgesN was printed in Albedo
Orre having come second in the
International Aeon Award contest.

And last, and yes, out of order, but by
no means least, another Orbiter - Teny
Martin - changed into his other hat 
as Editor of Murky Depths magazine·
and won the Best Magazine Award at
Fantasycon201O.

Well done all!
(Did I miss you? Did you tell me? Nl'xl
time,rememberto?/

A member tells me he sold a short
story but hasn't been paid for it,
although some time has elapsed. I'm
wondering: how about anyone who
has the same or simil<lr bad experience
with a magazine or Specific editor
passes me the word too? I'm happy to
name and shame alongSide the other
news?

RIGHT
FROM THE
START
A quote worth pinning on our notice
boards?

"You can't win ill publisher
on the first pillge, but you C.illn

lose,l.re,l.der."

Malcolm Edwards
Editor of Orion.

WHO'S
WHO?
Recently, a member sent me a website
link called I Write Likt, which purports
to equate your writing style with a
published author. Since I usually trust
other Orbiters enough to use them I
tried this one out. As she said it wasn't
I'le'CesS3.rily a serious experiment.
some of you might like to try it too, for
laughs anyway. Startlingly, it worked
out that a sample of my writing was
'like' an author I don't like! Ouch. If
you're brave enough you too can ruin
your day, on http://iwl.me/ Just don't
blame me!

Terry Jackman IS the co
ordmator of the BSFA's onlme
writers' workshops, the
Orbiters You can contact her
at terrYJackman@mypostoffice
co uk
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HOW I TACKLE
CRITIQUES
ALlE7TE DE BODARD OFFERS SOME
ADVICE ON ACCEPTING CRITICISM
When I started out, one of the dreaded
moments for me wasn't the completion
of the first draft,but the receptionofcri
tiques. If you've ever done this, you know
how it goes: you've crafted a draft that's
finally ready for public consumption; you
submit it to a group of people who've vol
unteered to read it - and now you find
yourself with anything from haifa dozen
to fifty different opinions on the story.
How do you take those into account with
out destroying your story?

It's something I struggled with quite a
bit, and I thought I'd present some of the
things that I wish I'd known when I first
started receiving feedback on my work.
The usual disclaimer appties: since this is
my personal experience not everything
will fit in with your writing process- take
what seems useful,throw away the rest.

In no particular order, the most useful
lessons I learned are:

1 .Don't try 10 take all the critiques
.mto account. For me good writ

ing is writing with passion about
something that is interesting. It is
writing with a message and a style
that is uniquely mine. If I start trying
to please everyone (which is sim
ply impossible because everyone
has different tastes), I'm writing by
consensus - and consensus tends
to dampen everything. Siories by
consensus tend 10 become weak
and toothless, in order not offend
anyone. Think beige wallpaper as
opposed 10 something with very
large and colourful red camellias.
The camellias aren't going to be to
everyone'staste,butatieastthey'li
be memorable

2 Use enthusiastic. readers carefully.
.If I happen to find someone who

loves my story and makes com-
ments about which bits didn't work
for them, that's when I start taking
careful notes. Generally, a person
who liked the story is my target
audience, they are someone who
HgetsH what I was saying: if they
have comments to make, I should
try to be more mindful of those
than the average critique I receive
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and, if I want to ignore them alto
gether, I'd berter have a very good
reason for doing so.

3.~r~~~ri~q::si~:U;il:sh~~;et~ i~es:~:
dressed but how I address it is not
always obvous. Something that
seems very large (readers finding an
important character unsympathetic,
for example) might well end up be
ing solved by very small or very 10
calised changes (changing a scene,
or even removing a couple of sen
tences that cement an impression
of the character's personality in the
reader's mind). Or, of course, Mur
phy's Law might dictate it has to be
solved by lots of very small changes
in lots of different places. The main
point is that the «sizeH and relative
importance of the issue probably
has nothing to do with the amount
of fixing it is going to require when I
come to revise the text.

4. ~~;~ ~:~d:ersd;~~~~:~t~~~~:::
cause something is unclear, equally
it could be because different people
have different sensibilities. I tend to
err on the side of caution and try to
figure out what made people want
the changes in the story in thefirsl
place. If there's an easy fix that will
let meto please both sides, I'll make
it. If not, I usually ask for a trusted
friend's opinion.

5 Be careful of over-revi~ion (and
.also of over-workshoppmg). The

more a story is workshopped,
the the greater the danger of
Nwriting by consensusH, simply
by integrating the advice of too
many people at the same time.
And there is the effect on the text
at a micro level: Jay Lake pointed
out that voice was the easiest thing
to edit out of a manuscript, and to
a certain extent \ think that's true
Voice is something intangible, but I
find It tends to come out mosl of
ten when I'm writing large chunks of
text without my inner editor's inter
ference-i.e., when I'm nOlobsess
ing over every word (though I'll note
that there are times when obsessing
over every word isthe right thing to
do, especially in key moments of
the story such as the first and last
sentence, or places where I want to
give a particular emotional punch).
Too much revision and there's a risk
that I'll end up writing for gram
matical consensus rather for plot
consensus-never a good thing.

6.::n,t~hISs::'~ig~lyg;~o~:iJ~~~~~
peopleresonateberterwithmeand
what I'm trying to do; others, not so
much. A good tactic, I've found, is to
usethefactl'ma much better judge
of how other people's work affects
me than how my own work affects



I nm~ across Syd Field's ~iiiii~~ii ofhoweachiswrinen,lheySnunplily earlier this year l' 0 an: ve:f)' different bustS.
as part of my cn::uh"l: writ- BUI the: Cfl:lIIth"l: processes
ing degra; - spe:eifical.ly an: similar enough in pl:lCl:S

duri.... 'Writing Shon SY0 FIEL0 ",,,. nomoo nf,h, hook",
Film' module: - and lhere guidelines and c:xc:rcises ClIn
is simply no other book on be: atrapolared for use by
Earth that 1<J flIther ha\"l: th~ prose writer. 1hese an:
had beside me during my mosdy ~mc:dwith no-
first foray into writing for ry, plot and char:r.ct~r con-
the: sattn medium. It is a struction and. though sim-
book suited to both begin- pic. lhey an: quick and ef-
ner and established writ- ftttivc:.Tocite one ex2J1lple.
en and, though written -- Field noca1ls in &runp/4yi
with scrttnwriting firmly fifth chapler an exercise
in mioo, it also has much II that he used with students
to conuibute to the prose of his 'creating a character'
wriler. If in some: 'Desert class al SherwtWXI Oaks
Island' scenario I had ever Experimental College - a
to choose one 'OOw ro' tome. A SUP,..,·STE' GUIOE '10M (OM(E'1 simple question/answer ex-
ilwould likc:lybe: Snunplay, TO flMISHEO SCltlPT ercise that allowed them 10

Syd Field's name is construct an entire casl of
one generally found at the char.u:ters, complele with
head of any list of so-called individual backstories and
screenwriling gurus and it's easy to see why - relationships as weD as a finished plot. All in un-
with testimonials for his books and seminan der two houn. Simple, fast and effective:.
ftom the writers of 11N Shawshu"J. Rto/tmpfirm, I've talked at length regarding the knowledge
TtrmJ 0/ Endtimntnl and many other award- and information contained in ScrttnplilY, but that
winning box office hits. is nUl all thaI Ine book is. Field's attitude and

As to the book itself, Scrttnplay was the first approach are as valuable as any of the infor-
of a numlxr of books to Ix written by Field on mation he passes on. Scrttllplay dodges a com-
the subject of screenwriting and, though origi- mon and infuriating pitfall of'how-to' books by
milly published over three decades ago the book never malting it's reader feel like a school child.
has been revised and reprinted to keep up with It's written at an utterly adult level. When Field
shifting times and so remains relev:int. Field dis- wants to make a point, he makes it in a succinct
cusses the standard topia, such as the nature of and memorable way - these points stick with a
a screenplay, how it differs from prose and the reader so he'll only rarely need to refer back to
various aspects that make: up the whole; Story, the actual book. And, for the academic, a succinct
structure, character and so on, BUI the theme, point is easily quoted. But crucially, it is Field's
that holds the book together, is what Field calls light-hearted, almosl jovial, style and the anec-
1ht PalTldiKm - every chapter of Sntmp/llj re- dotes he plucks from his own career that serve
fen to it and Field argues that it is crucial to the Ihe reaclcr most, as they dfllw him in. The read-
sucec:ss of a Hollywood screenplay.~ PillTldiKm ing experience is a compelling one. &rullplay is
is a specifically~proportioned plot StnKfUrc and nol a chore to read - on the contrary, you may
it is common 10 almost every successful Hol- 1'101 _nt to put it dawn. I often hear il said that
Iywood film ever made. An understanding of il the kl::y 10 learning is to make: it fun and this is
cou1d well shaVl: yean off any screenwriler's cf· exactly what Field has done.
fort to write the: Ilal hiK thilll_ This insighl, oou- flu should be: aPPMl:m by now, this book
pled with Field's nuggen of insider knowledge - made: an impression on me. I now find il almost
what prodUca1 want. how 10 approach them, etc indispensable and I can't recommend it enough.
- makes the book almosl invaluable 10 anyone &nnrpliry edUClltes without ever feeling too di-
inlerested in profes.siona15Cfttnwriring danic, il enc<lW2gl:S the reada in all screcnwrit-

But the book also hu much to offer the writ· iog endeavours and, aboVl: al1, rading it from
erofpmse. Early in the book, ridd identifies the front 10 back is both effortless and enjoyable. In
scrttnplayas a form thaI stands completely aput my mind, Snmrpliry is everything a how-to book
from the novd and this is quite: true. In lerms shouJd be: and 11'l()fe.

SCREENPLAY
BY SYD FIELD
REVIEWED BY ElLIOT SUMMERHAYES

others. Therefore, II's much easier ,....-----------------------,
10 see which style and content of
critique I agree with when reading
someone else's critique of someone
else's story. To see the ~value~ of a
critique, I tend to pay particutaral
tention to other critiques Ihe person
has given, and see if I broadly agr~
with their assessment. Of course,
this is much easier in iii workshop
setting(wherelcanhear~ryone's

critiques), or in an online environ
ment such as OWW (su below)
- where I can reiild iilil the critiques
of all the stories, and if necessary
track down somebody's Pfevious
critiques,

..
Allette de Bodard IS the

author of the novels Servant
of the Underworld and

Harbinger of the Storm Her

short story The Shlpmaker

IS shortllsted for thiS year s

BSFA Award

7.:; ;:at~s~~o~f ::nho~~
would rather have few critiques,
but from people whose tastes and
aesthetics are close to mine, rather
than have a flood of critiques from
people with widely varied tastes.
That's because I am never quite able
to take my own advice In point one
-I tend to think ~ryone has some
thing valid to say about the slory
and that I should take it all into ac
count, even if the critiquer has ob
viously not got the right sensitivity
(someone who loves military SF, for
instance, Is seldom a good target for
my SF stories, which tend to be low
on action and high on emotions). On
the other hand,l know quite a few
people who prefer the flood of cri
tiques, because they'd rather not be
tied toanarrowsample. If you pre
fer the flood of critiques, you need
a larger workshop (like critters or
OWW); if you're more like me, you
tend to build a circle of trusted beta
readers-but the important thing Is
knowing how much you can bear.

That's all I have, I hope it's helpful. If you
want a more detailed overview on how to
use critiques, may I advise you to check
out my friend T.L. Morganfield's articles
on the subJect., which goes much more
into the nitty-gritty of story revision.

AFEWlINKS;
Clitters:_.critters.org
OWW: sff.onlinewritinaworkmop,com
T.L Morganfield's articles on how to use
critiques http://tlmorpnfield,com/using-

fi h' first!
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
If you've gal a comment on anything in Focus, write to

Martin McGrath, 48 Spooners Drive, Park Street, 51 Albans, Herts AL2 2HL or email
martin@martinmcgrath.netand mark your lener/emal as "for publication-.

IS IT SCIENCE FICTION OR NOT BOMB SCARE
I was intrigued by Dev Agarwal's article "Escape
From The Tauran Moon" (Focus 55}, but the rev
elation that the proposed storyjdea is based on
an actual historical incident raises the old ques

tion: what, apart from the use of an offworld fu
ture war setting and the use of genre furniture,
makes this story uniquely a sf story?

This goes back tathe argument that a real
sf story is one that CQuid only be written and
read as sf,and that the sf element is crucial to
the plot rather than being layered on for novelty
or effect. Having said that, I realise there are
countless examples of classic adventure plots
adapted as sf, from the 'pirates in space' of the
pulp era to the borrowing of Dumas' The Count
of Monte Cristo by both Alfie Bester and, more
recently Gwyneth Jones in Spirit, but is borrow
ingand transplanting a piece of found research

into a genre setting really all it takes to create a
sf story, and if so, why are we so dismissive of
mainstream writers who borrow generic furni~

ture for their own use?

STEVE JEFFERY

DEV AGARWAL REPLIES:
I am pleased to read Steve Jeffery's letter and
I feel he makes a number of salient points. He
asks the question, what makes Devyataev's story
uniquely SF? In this particular case, the response
might be "'nothing"', or at mare length, "'nothing
yet."

The article was a discussion about research,
and about being receptive to story ideas when
the opportunities arise to hear them. I therefore
agree with Steve's central point that, depending
on how the story is used, the premise could be
adapted into any genre context. Turning to Ste
ve's further point, that a real SF story has its sf
element as crucial, that might be the challenge
in working Devyotoev's story into its final farm.
The original premise of it offers scope for explor
ing the psychology of our planet united, but pit
ted against an external threat, or exploring on
alien psyche, or what our thinking might become
under the pressures ofspoce flight war. or totali
tarianism. Depending an the writer; these ideas
might be either crucial SF elements or novelties.

Steve also poses the question as to whether
transposing research into our genre creates on
SF story by itself The answer to that might also
depend on your perspective as to what an SF sto
ry is. Is it definitely not SF if the SF component
isn't integral? Is it SFifo genre writer writes
it? And is it still SF if the writer insists that it's
not. All interesting questions that Steve throws
up into the air.
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like Nina Allan ("'Here be Earthworms~, Focus
55) I never feared Daleks. r was, however, much

impressed by another TV offering from many
years ago. The Rood by Nigel Kneale - not to
be confused with the recent film of Cormac Mc
Carthy's novel - was a play transmitted by BBC

TV on September 29, 1963.
Produced by John Elliiott and directed by

Christopher Morahan, The Rood is set in rural
England in 1770. Most of the action occurs ina

wood which local people believe to be haunted.
It IS said thatona certain night each year - and
this is the night - strange noises are heard. lo

cal squire, Sir Timothy Hassall (James MalCWell),
is interested in occult phenomena but a sophis

ticated visitor from london, Gideon Cobb (John
Phillips), mocks Hassall's simple-minded no
tions. An apostle of the dawning Age of Reason,
Cobb !>Corns any idea of ghosts and the super

natural. Science will sweep away such nonsense
and bring humanity greater prosperity and hap
pinessthan it has ever known. Men like Hassall.
grubbing around in folklore and superstition,

are holding human progress and enlightenment
back.

After dark HassaU, Cobb and a partyinclud
ingyoungSam, who heard the noises the year
before, Sam's girlfriend Tetsy and Cobb's wife

lavinia - move off to the woods for an all-night
vigil. To Cobb, an Eighteenth Century Dawkins,

the whole concept of a spirit world is nonsense;
only science will save mankind. When lavinia
asks innocently: HAil this, with steam?~ he as

sures her that greater forces will be discovered.
Ironically, as it turns out, he talks of HForces that

must exist to bind this universe and to quicken
it... Man will find them in theend.H

The party's interest is startinB to wane when

the first odd noises are noticed - short bleeps
and blips of sound. Sam confirms that these are
the sounds he heard a year ago. Then Tetsy is
seized by terror. For a moment, she wails, she
saw Nno trees but a huge wide road,and things
moving~.

Cobb too is shocked and frightened. He mut
ters about a touch of dyspepsia, but Tetsy knows

that the strident unbeliever has also seen the
apparition.

Thenoisesincreaseinvolumeandtheirna~

ture becomes clear. They are the sounds of mod
ern traffic, with its chorus of car horns. Then, in
the background,sirens. Cobb now drops all pre

tence of disbelief. He stares across the c!earing
in the woods and cries, NMachines, Jethro, great

machinesl This can be nothing of the past.H

A crunching pile-up is heard, followed by

running footsteps on concrete and panicking
voices. A woman gasps NThey said four min
utes!~ Another cries NSend them quickll want
the rockets quick. Get it over!~ A child asks its

father "What rockets, daddy? What rocketsr
The ghosts are not of the past but of the

future. The joltinB lunge from a leisurely Age of

Reason to the horror of the modern world gives
lhe play its memorable shock vatue. Kneale later
saidit~workedbeautifuUy".

Cobb realises he is witnessing something
terrible. Not the golden future he expected, but
a man-made catastrophe. A reverberating roar,
and a close up of Cobb's horrified eyes, tell us
that the bomb has fallen.

Gradually realising it is all over, Hassall re
covers his nerve and goes to Cobb, persisting:
"What did you see? Who were theyr Cobb

!>Coops up a handful of soil and tries to regain
his old bombast. NYet some day, men will come

here and make a great road through these very
woods.~

But heisa broken man, his words fade and

heslumpsforward,weepinghelplessly.
The credits roll.
The Rood probably gained something from

being transmitted less than a year after the Cu
ban missile crisis, when its nightmare of the fu

ture seemed real and present. A few months af
terwards, Kubrick's Dr Strongelove was released'
it never seemed to metobe nearly as chilling as

The Rood.
Sadly, though the script is on the OVO of an

other Kneale play - The Stone Tape ~ the re
cording of The Rood was wiped by the BBC years
ago. The British Film Institute's Missing Believed

Wiped programme has searched for a copy, but
so far unsuccessfully.

Which isa pity;theplayisthoughtful,elo

quent and disturbing - a lost masterpiece.

MGSHERlOCK

MARTIN MCGRATH REPLIES:
When writing can both inspire strong emotions
and make us think about the nature of the warld
around us, then the writer has surety achieved
his or her ultimate gool. Nigel Kneale, through
his work, managed this again and again during
his career on UK television.
Kneale had an instinctive understanding of the
innate power of speculative fiction to combine
gripping entertainment with a powerful subject
matter. It would, perhaps, not do any harm for
the current generation of commissioners at the
BBC to look at his work and ask themselves why
so little of their current programming comes
close to matching it.



Christopher Priest's

MASTERCLASS
No.7: Research (Part two)

'The dispatchers report to the desk trainmaster, who in turn is subordinate to iI supervisor, who does not concern

himself with the minute-to-minute operation of the division. The desk trainmaster's console allows him to reach

the motormen in all sections, which is to say. every motorman In the division. The desk trainmaster is the boss; he
is responsible for keeping the trains running smoothly and on time. He earns his pay on ilny day, but pamcularty

when there is an emergency thilt threatens the functioning of the division. Then his job is to work out OJ flex, an

emergency schedule which will keep the trains funning: switching locals to express tracks and vice versa, moving

trains from the East Side line to the West, ordering motormen to dump their load or trilvellight· any of a lIariety

of Intricate improvisations designed to make a schedule f1eMible, to maintain service .. :

John Gooey - The Tokjng of Prlhom J23

You can wake up now.

John Gooey's novt>l about a hijack on
the New Yon: subway system was pub
lished in 1973 and quickly became a best·
selling title. It was made into a film star

ring Walter Matthau and Robert Shaw,
and later remade with Denzel Washing
ton and John Travolta. I had to look up

both these films to find out the dates 
1974 and 2009, respectively - and while
I was using IMDb lthe Internet Movie
Database,a researth resource familiar to
almost everyone, rmsureJ Icouldn't help

noticing certain extra relevant facts.
For instance, 1 discovered that the

1974 film ran for 104 minutes, but that

the remake ran for 106 minutes. The
budget for the fint film was $5 millions,
but twenty-five yean later the remake
cost $100 millions. When the 1974 film

was released in the UK it was given an
'AA'certificate, later changed to'lS', but
when the 2009 version appeared it was
given a 'IS' certificate from the start. The
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remake includedcellphones and thermal

imaging, but the first film did not. The

Jead actors in the 1974 film, Matthauand

Shaw, were clean-shaven, but in the re

make Washington and Travolta both wore

beards. I believe these facts are not only

correct,butinteresting.

There are many more differences and

similarities between these two films, and

while finding them I wrote them down in

my notebook. As I have included many of

them here I have crossed out each one,

so as to avoid repetition. You are now

better informed about The Taking of Pel

ham 123 than you ever thought possible.

However, it doesn't end there. The

novel is crammed with information. For

instance, early on in the novel MrGodey

puts the following thoughts into the mind

of one of his characters:

'... he [knew] that each car was

driven by four lOO-horsepower

traction motors, one for each

axle. and that the third rail fed in

600-volt direct current through

the contact shoes. and that mov

ing his controller into power po

sition sent a signal to each car's

motor control unit .. .'

At other points Mr Godey describes the

signalling system, the way the lights on

the front of trains are used, the security

precautions in place, and an endless ar

ray of facts about numbers of daily pas

sengers. lengths of rails. numbers of

sleepers. the stations which are deepest

underground, and those that are above

ground. 'You may be interested to know;

saysacop, 'that the highest station on the

railroad is Smith-Ninth Street in Brooklyn,

eighty-seven and a half feet from the

street to the base of the track.'

This is probably the
moment to remind
ourselves that The
Taking ofPelham 123
is a thriller, that
category of novel
usually recognized
for its fast pace,
realistic dialogue
and gripping action.

There is hardly a scene in the book

when one or other of the characters

doesn't notice something like this: •... he

paused, visualizing, beneath the steel

threshold plates, the thick electric cables

that transmitted power from car to car,

and the neat grasp of the couplings.'

This is probably the moment to re

mind ourselves that The Taking of Pelham

123 is a thriller, that category of navel

usually recognized for its fast pace. real

istic dialogue and gripping action. Thrill

ers work by being thrilling: not just with

violence or ingenious crimes, but with

insights into criminal or police minds,

exotic or low-life settings, glamorous or

treacherous women, deadly villains and

a sense of realism, in that the reader is

invited to believe that the story is taking

place in a recognizably real world. These

are the elements which habitual thriller

readers look for.

The Godey novel (which makes con

cessionstowardsalltheseusualelements

- in fact. it contains hardly anything origi

nal at all) gives you the feeling that the

author, much taken with the notion of

setting a thriller on the New York subway,

went in for copious research.

He obviously spent hours with a PR
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person employed by the Metropolitan

Transportation Authority, who showed

him around and told him a score of an

ecdotal details. Mr Godey wrote them all

down and later found somewhere to put

them in his novel. He was apparently also

given a technical manual or two, describ

ing not only the many hundreds of miles

of tracks and points and sleepers, but the

power systems in the trains, the way the

signalsworked,andmaintenancesched

ules. Mr Godey found somewhere to put

them in his novel too. He also seems to

have been given a timetable of the sub

way system, no doubt a detailed and

complex document, and he later found

somewhere to put everything from this

as well into his novel.

There are two writing lessons to be

learned from this. The first is that the

sort of extraneous detail that Mr Godey

shovelled into his uninspiring book was

not real research at all, because none of

these useless facts contributes anything

to the story, the characters, the action,

or even the background. They are simply

padding.
The second point is that the heavily

padded,unimaginative, routinely written

The Taking of Pelham 123 became a best

selling novel,and was twice made into a

Hollywood movie. Food for thought?

Now here's an extract from another book,

published in 1968, five years before Mr

Godey's. It was never a best-seller and

was never filmed, in Hollywood or any

where else. It is written by someone who

not only knows and loves steam locos, he

can write about them too'

'He stopped by the last locomo

tivein line and reached upto hang

the lamp from her horn plate. He

stood a moment gazing at the big

shapes of the engines, chafing his

hands unconsciously, sensing the

faint ever-present stink of smoke

and oiL Then he swung on tothe

footplateofthe loco and opened

the firebox doors. He crouched,

working methodically. The rake

scraped against the firebars; his

breath jetted from him, rising in

wisps over his shoulder. He laid

the fire carefully, wadding paper,

adding a criss-crossing of sticks,

shovelling coal from the tender

with rhythmic swings of his arms.

Not too much fire to begin with,

not under a cold boiler. Sudden

heat meant sudden expansion

and that meant cracking, leaks

round thefiretubejoints, end

less trouble. For all their power

the locos had to be cosseted like

children, coaxed and persuaded

to give of their best.'

Keith Roberts-Pavone

Here is character movement and descrip

tion, blended unobtrusively into practical

descriptions of the loco. Note the use of

words like 'gaZing', 'chafing', 'sensing',

'carefully', 'cosseted' - all insights into

the feelings of the man who is working

The whole passage, the opening of the

novel, is far too long to be quoted here in

The best way
of assimilating
information is
to take it in so
that it becomes a
part ofyour own
knowledge, your
own imaginative
impulse, so you can
colour it with your
own reading of it.
Graham Greene
went further: he
urged forgetfulness
on writers, as 'what
a writer forgets is
the compost of the
imagination.'

full. It describes a freezing cold winter's

afternoon in an engine shed, where a

youngman is getting his steam loco ready

before a night-time run. The scene is a

masterpiece of descriptive but informa

tivewriting. full of movement, character

and physicality,which makes your hands

cold and your heart warm.

You might be wondering, then, why I pick

an uninteresting thriller like Godey's,

when Mr Roberts provides a much bet

ter example of writing. Anyway, are we

not more concerned with speculative

writers Ilke Roberts rather than dullards

likeGodey?l'licometothatshortlY,butl

chose the Godey novel precisely because

it's such a rotten example of how not to

do something. Anyway, he goes in for a

kind of bad writing that is not confined

toone genre, but can crop up indifferent

guises everywhere.

For instance, historical novels are fre

quently vulnerable to being Godey-ed,

and even non-fiction is not safe from it.

Indecent Exposure, by David McClint

ick,which I read many years ago, was a

documentary account of a major fraud

that took place in Hollywood. One of the
executives at Columbia Pictures embez

zled millions of dollars ... not only did he

get away with ransacking the till but he

ended up running the studio. Not a great

book, not even all that enlightening be

cause it was about a system most people

know or suspect is already corrupt, but
the fruits of the author's research were

droppingoffeverypage.Notadaypassed

in Mr McClintick's wordy saga without a

reference to the local weather, regional

sports results, political events, the stock

exchange prices. Presumably the author

intended this sort of trivia to add local

colour, but the details were totally irrel

evant to the main subject. The fact that

at the end the author paid 'acknowl

edgement' to (for instance) the National

Weather Service for all those details of

finedayswithahighof899F,didnotmiti

gate it in any way.

In Part 1 of this essay on research, I

argued that a writer of fantastic fiction

has the same opportunity to carry out re

search as any other writer. That being so,

the same risk.s of Godey-ing exist.

In fantasy or SF it can take a different

form. In the early days of the pulp maga

zinestherewasafamHiarsceneinwhich

a boffin would explain to his young as

sistant: 'As you know, my hyper-temporal

warper ...' This was mumbo-jumbo, not

quite the same as real research,butthe

crudest forms of SF seemed to require a

quasi-scientific explanation, and the pro

fessor's words were it.

Today, a similar narrative trap exists

in more subtle forms of speculative fic

tion, since it is in the nature of the ma

terial that the writer will have worked

out a scenario of chonge - that is, the

sequence of events which are deemed to

be possible or probable (or at least argu

able) and which have created the central

situation in the fiction which is different

from our own.

This more sophisticated speculative
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argument will often come as a blend of

imagination and research: ~rhaps an

idea or a thought set off by something

noticed io a magazine or newspoper, fol

lowed up by investigative reading of spe

cialist books or po~rs. This is the stuff

of much modern serious speculative fic

tion, and although it doesn't involve the

same sort of research as, for example,

an historical novelist working 00 the life

of Anne Boleyn, the process of reading..

checking and selecting wilt be similar.

The historical novelist (or the thriller

writer) will be seeking to flesh out their

fietion with the muscle of detail, but the

SF/fantasy writer's purpose is less easy

to define, because the end results are so

diverse and uncategorizable. EKtra oreK

ploratory reading, or checking newspaper

files, or web-sumng, can be argued to be

a part of the imaginative process, rather

than just a matter of finding out details.

However, the rule (let's call it The

Noo-Godey Rule) remains the same.

Godey-ing has no piKe in fictioo. The

best way of assimilating information is to

take it in so that it becomes a part of your

own knowledge, your own imaginative

impulse, so you can colour it with your

own reading of it. Gfilham Greene \vent

further: he urged forgetfulness 00 writ

ers,as 'what a writer forgets is the com

post of the imagination:

Another way, less good but more ex

act, is to write it down in your notebook,
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or keep it on your computer, so thaI later

you can copy it by hand, or paste it in. I

see both these methods as eKtreme op

posites of each other, with a middle w~

the preferred one.

When a writer creates a chafilcter,

devises a slOl'Y,describes backgrounds, or

almost anything else in the act of writing.

judgement and taste come into play. It is

these qualities that make writers good

writers, or better.

Similarly, if you have read up on

something that Is useful 10 your fiction,

or you have found something out, or you

have come up with an ingenious idea

which needs to be ~Kploin~d, then your

taskasa writer isto make ita part of the

whole, indistinguishable from the rest,

consistent wllh the characters and the

rest of the story, and also with your own

outlook and general intent as a writer.

When using the results of research, the

same demands of taste and judgement

areeKpected.

To summarize. There are three good rea

sons to conduct research while writing:

The first isfindinq out about material
you do not already know, Of an aspect of
something you h~ not considered be

""..
The secood is chKking factual mate

rial before you include references to it in

your fiction. If you depend in your fiction

on facts or other information, you must

Reverse Psychology

be sure of your ground.

The third is serendipity, impossible to

define or predict Of even to cause to hap·

pen, but you will know it when you see it.

A search for information almost inevita

bly throws up side issues, iocidental facts,

;and these surprisingly often have an un

canny quality of coincidence, usefulness,

appropriateness, a fresh insight not ooly

into the information you had been seek·

ing. but the writing in which you are en·

gaged.

But those three are the lesser re

quirements of good litefilry research.

They are the easy bits, the enjoyable

stuff. The hard work is the neKt step, and

that is what Mr Godev, and many other

writers like him, got wrong.



WINTER CAME
hy Fay Symes

Long ago my tears were shed

and dried

for the death of all hope
and the passing of good lives

and now in this grey dusk

of winter
we strive to till the ground
with little more than blunt knives.

When we saw the eyeless clouds
press down

obliterating the sun

encompassing the green land
we knew that Death would be
our friend

and welcomed most of all
but life holds on with clawed hands.

The cold is like a shroud
efice
our breath mists the dim air
as we speak of times lost
and then remembering
we curse
and bend to toil again
to eke a living from this grey dust.

Dust is in our eyes our ears
our mouths
we know our years are short
and why we live t cannot say
yet we ellist, so few
so few.

Being human we must strive

to survive for every last day.

OLD SOL
by FaySYllle8

One last carmine kiss
caresses the timeworn hills

as silent, shadowed tWilight
closes to ebon night.
Old Sol's ghost, fading,
cataract-eyed,
has watched the brittle sand run dry.

Wesitbyasealessshore
beneath a leaden, bloodied sky,
dark shadows gathering
in silent supplication

as time relentlessly
drips on and wears away
our fragile immortality.

Reach out

touch the final sunbeam before midnight

then take my hand.
love's the last thing here to die.

DARWINIAN
LOVE SONNET

by john r keaoe

Fair Laura's fragile face moved Petrarch

most
When April stirred his slumbering desire;
His selfish genes bestirred their mortal

host
And set his bright testosterone afire.
Her lissom, graceful form and giddy eyes
Revealed her health and readiness to

breed;
He had evolved to yearn for such a prize

And plant therein his self-insistent seed;
To prove his mating fitness, - strength of

wilt,
His heart, his hand and eKcelience of

mind,-

He shaped adoring sonnets with his quill
For beauty's judgement, fickle and un

kind:

So science has eKplained the art of
love

Without recourse to arrows from above

APOCALYPSE
by K Poller

Apocalypse
lightning trips

Chaos slips
Walls breakdown

Round the turn
Zombies burn
Stomachs churn
Coming down

Comet strike
lnthe night

Grab the bike
Drive on down

Core eKplodes

No one knows
How it goes
Up or down

Apocalypse
Lose your grip
Feel itslip

Sliding down
Down
Down

SHIPS CHANGE;
THE PORT REMAINS

THE SAME
by Scot! E. Green

Curragh
made of
leather and yew.
R,ft
of balsa

logs, drifting on
currents.
Enterprise of
metal and composites.
Ships

change but
the destination remains
the
same. Unknown
ports under new
stars.
Stars waiting

to be seen.

OPEN TO
POETRY
SUBMISSIONS
Thank to those who

their poems with
us for this issue.
fl;)wever, we need rr.ore.

j" open to poetry
submissions. Send your
p0'2t.ry to:

martin@martinrncgrath.net
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WHAT WILL YOU
DO WHEN THE
WORLD ENDS?
DEV AGARWAL PRAISES THE NEGLECTED
NOVELS OF DAVID MACE.
Military SF is not my spiritual heritage
and probably only a minority of Focus
readers and contributors enthusIasti

cally embrace this 5ubgenre. However,
one author in particular has worked in
the field of mililary SF and might be said
to have built a one man resistance cell
that subverted this genre from within.
He deeply understood its tropes and no
mendillure, and worked within it to craft
strikingly complex and vivid stories of
waf, the effects of waf on human beings
and the emotional and physical impact
that waging war brings.

His writing still takes the reader by
the throat, no small feat given that two of
his books were written in the 1980s and
ilfe separated from today'$ reader by an
ocean of cultural and politicill change. If
allthatwerenotenoogh,DavidMilcehas
established himself twice as a writer, in
what must have been a grueling process
of breaking out once in the 19805, then
again more recently with his return to/n
terzone.

On the face of it, Mace's novels Fire
lonce and N;ghcriderare laugh to sell as
examples of our genre's literary tradition
- one is a story ofnudear war and the
other a story of interstellar war - but
these two novels are distinguished by
theircharaeters, their lyrical descriptions
of physical spaces and their depiction of
the interior, emotional journey through
Jifeinthefuture.

When I flrst read Fire/once I was look·
ing for an exciting thriller of war and
apocalypse. I lent it to a friend a few
years later Decause he said he wanted
to stay up one night reading about the
end of the world. Finlonce certainly de
livers on that score. The novel stayed in
my mind over the years and when I came
back to it I appreciated the depth of its
characterisation and sense of place, even
though Fire/once is built from the boy's
toys of nuclear missiles, command bun
kers and the stratified world of military
regimes.
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Yet Mace's deft characterization is
woven through the story, revealing how
people think, both men and women, as
the protagonists deal with the fundamen
tals of their reality changing. Thecharac
ters face challenges so extreme that their
psychology is damaged. The physical cir
cumstance - a man·made disaster that
destrovstheglobal~athersystem- is
now commonplace. But what's striking
is how Mace conjured his disaster over
twenty years ago with economical de
scription that's still vivid.

Food was no good in those condi
rions without heat, heot no use
under such str~s without food-.
Perhops SO~ fight to the dl!fJth
was goifIIJ on down there be
tween two des~rote pocks over
a crote of conned oronges or de
hydrated instont cheesecake. p44

These are the observations of David
Drellel, an Englishman cast adrift among
theAmericanmilitaryatthestartofanu
dear war. The story begins when Drexel

Is forced to leave the relative safety of a
subterranean base in the American heart
land,aplaceofwarmth,Jight,shelterand
relatively little dire<:t violence. Political
machinations drive him to another base
and he sees the damage to the world out
side:

The outer door moved, a moss~
rKtong~ of laminated steel and
lodifIIJ bolt mechanisms swing
Ing outwards and o~n - Pitch
black icy iron night poured in. p12

This description of nuclear winter is
pared down to the right words, carefully
dlosen, and not overburdened with de
taiL Drexel, we learn, ~hurried out Into
the freezing midday night .... Mace deploys
this line Decause the world Drexel is step
ping into is midday in June in the New
MexicodesEHt.

This Is a story about the end of the
world, which could easily become a novel
of nihilism and surrender. Instead,Mace
manages expectation and drama by
building his details. There's been a war,
with massive damage to the world's pellt
ical and social systems. The United States
government has collapsed into its military
bases, and within them, into a makeshift
totalitarian state.

But at the beginning of the novel,
there is still ho~, the expectation that
the particulate matter blanketing the
skieswililiftandlifecanresumea~

ground. Trapped underground, with a
shrinking, suicidal population, the novel
describes the range of psychoses that
people endure. As political maneuver·
ings become more itCute and deadly,
Drexel is reluctantty drawn Into this fight.
He is confronted by a power struule
where the group seeking to stop the war
is quickly ellecuted, and what's left are
two factions: the "hardlinewar-readlness
group~ against the ~extremist war-pros·
ecutionists~ - an Armageddon group
who want to resume the war Immedl·



ately, though the other side has stopped

fighting. In that scenario, the less violent
are those only ready to fight. There is no
pacifist option. Not only are the remain

ing two groups preparing to fight the
enemy, but they'll be fighting a civH war

against their own comrades. As a female
soldier called Oppenheim tells Drexel,
ffSelecting and motivating the execution

squads is going to be one tricky problem.H

p4S. Here Mace imagines a young Ameri

can woman describing the mechanics of
factional murder, when Oppenheim teils

Drexel about the coming witch hunts'

They go their own way. First
you wipe out the witches, then
the suspected witches...Then you
start on the possible witches and
the potential witches... What do
wirchfinders do? They hunt. And
who can they find who's been
associated with witches, maybe
contaminated? Witchfinders. 50
- they hunt each other. p46

Drexel and the other characters find
themselves caught up in the unending

stressofa political situation that holds no
safety. AS this state of affairs spins out of

control. the nuclear winter accelerates,
realising the adage of the best of genre
writing: that the background is a charac

terin its own right. We see the charac
ters' realisation that they are not just in

a war, but at the end of the world. The
planet will never recover. The trauma
ratchets up even further. The novel asks

the question, what would you do at the
end of the world? There is no hope for
the survival of your species.

As the weather kiUs the planet, the
plot and reactions of the characters mir

ror this degeneration. Initially the less
extreme war readiness faction prevails.
They plan to ready their weapons, the

Firelance missiles of the title, rather than
unilaterally use them. But as the real

ity of nuclear winter becomes apparent,
thisfactionisoverthrownbywitchfinders
from the extremist Armageddon Group.

And Armageddon is what they bring.
Mace not only recounts an exciting

story - the characters are on a vessel
capable of surviving a nuclear attack and
do, at one point - but he also makes mili

tarism accessible and packs his war story
with character and complexity. That may

take the casual reader by surprise. Thisis
a book about moral decisions, presented
without moralising. It combines the SF
question of Hwhat ifH with the dilemma of
Hwhat would you dO?H in their place, and

through this axis develops the characters.

By the end of the novel, the protagonists
are not merely pursuing a destructive

war, they are speeding up the destruc
tion of the Earth itself. What psychologi-

cal demands would that put you under?
The character Gloria Craze reflects at the
finale on her options.

She was wearing the gun she had
stowed safe in her cabin, the one
Raffles had used an herself. ..The
gun, she still told herself - the
gun would be used, if at all, to
help her survive. Only that. p398.

Note that telling detail of the use of the
word HstiliH.

Nightrider, set in a background of
a different type of war, begins by cre

ating a credible interplanetary conflict
that doesn't require the magic wand (as

Charles Stross has called it) of moving a
spaceship across vast galactic distances.

Mace does this by inviting the readers to

takealeapoftheimaginationthatoursun
is part ofa dual star system, and therefore

other planets are within our technologi
cal reach. The opening line sets up the
dual system: HNightriderfell from the Sun
to Hades.H We learn that HHadeswas a

corpse. the Hades System was dead. Its

planets orbited a Iightless cinder that
curved In mutual circles with the Sun, out
in the utter interstellar dark.H

The novel's politics are also intro
duced efficiently on the opening page
HTwo political camps disputing the oh-so

important human future while united by
natural law. Soithasalwaysbeen.Hp9.

A challenge with this type of fiction Is
how to convey key physical details, espe
cially when you're discussing the move

mentofspacecraft. This needs to bedone
clearly to provide elfpository information,
butciear language can itselfbethe enemy

of literary writing. Nightrider, the space
craft of the title, is both a weapon and a

troop transporter. As weapon, it chases
the enemy spaceship, the Outsider ship
towards the dead star,Hades.

Eight minutes to the Outsider's
Hades encounter. The ion drive
beacon in its track predict was al
ready swinging so steeply around
the concentrated mass of the
lightless cinder that it was moving
almost laterally to the line of its
long approach path - a path that
Nightrider was supposed to be fol
lowing, 1.8 million kilometers and
three thousand seconds behind.
But Nightrider was the predicted
time and distance away, travelling
at the predicted velocity - but
not on the track. p199

This pul!s off the trick of conveying neces
sarytechnical detail and encouraging the

reader to use their imagination to seethe
ships, the dead star, and the chase as it

unfolds. It also sets up the tactics of the
fight and builds the pace and drama of
it. For me, that's a lot going on in these

sequences - and this only one of many
that build in the novel. Nightrider might
be termed HmundaneSFH in the current

fashion, as space flight is based onthe ion
drive(inelfistencenow),andittakeshun

dreds of days to reach the enemy. Mace
uses these mundane physics to reflect on
the human story behind the technology:

The sheer power of the Outsider's
ion drive was a surprise... The re
search ond development that had
gone into it, the sheer resource
commitment, must have been
hugely disproportionate for the so

desperately limited means of the
allied colonies - an extraordinary
achievement.p12S.

I haven't begun to talk about the last

third of the novel, when the onboard ar
tificial Intelligence collapses and turns

homicidal, what happens when the crew
land on the planet orbiting Hel and take
hostages, or how the humans respond to

their military programming. This is a com
plelfnovel,butitsmoststrikingfeature,as

with Firelance, is the elegance of Mace's
writing

These are both unfairly neglected
novels from the 1980s. Happily, however,
they're easy to locate online, and even

better, David Mace is back, writing and
publishing both short fiction and longer
works. I am looking forward to reading

both his back catalogue and his new work.

e ~!r~~~~~:~~~~:~~i~:~~:;:vailable
from the usual used book sites.

Dev Agarwal's story,

"Grotto" IS published In the

current edition of Aoile's
KISS
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UNDER ALL THE
SPACESHIPS
Elliot Summerhayes on his experiences
of studying for a creative writing degree
and attitudes to SF amongst his fellow
students

In September of 2009, following several
months wherein my post-c.ollege, pre-uni
versity gap year holiday plans had been
shot down in flames by recession, I was
ecstatic at the prospect of taking my place
at university - OJ place on London South
Bank's creative writing degree that I'd ap
plied for whilst at college, more than OJ

year and a half previously. With that much
time having passed and, following the
failed gap ye<lf. I'd built up the idea of the
degree to such an extent Ihat I felt certain
it couldn't live upto myellpectations. But
itdid.Andtheliistyearhasn'tdisappoint
ed in the least. I hilve met all the bookish
yet-extroverted people I'd hoped to meet,
I've learnt more than I'd hoped to about
writing and everything that it entails. And
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when it comes to science fiction, well...
I don't imagine I'm alone in having

experienced a degree of Sllobbery di
rected at my favoured genre - from little
comments like ~ell, it's hardly The Great
Gotsby.... to having one unive~ity appli
cation declined because I expressed an
interest insciencefktion.Soitcameasa
pleasanl surprise when I found that this
'genre--ism' was completely absent among
the staff at london South Bank and that
- at least on the Creative Writing degree
-astudenl'slnterestingenrefictionisfos-
tered just as surely as an interest in the
literary greats.

Though our unit guides made clear
from the beginning that genre fiction
would be a prime topic in our lectures. I

was still taken aback by extent to which
science fiction was referred to. In one se
mester. we were introduced to a host of
speculative short stories and the konic
screen works of Nigel Kneale, whom I
was later given the opportunity to write
an essay on. The se<:ood semester saw
us examine J.G. Ballard's DroWMd World
and a number of short films - severcll of
them slipstream or speculative in nature.
And, amongst other things, the second
year promises studies of ICurtVonnegut's
works aspartofa non-linear fiction unit.

That science fiction hasa fair presence
In two units out of three in each semester
is, in my opinion, something to be com
mended. In a bid to make a comparison,
I tried to get in contact with severcll other



universities in london and the South East
. after four weeks of waiting for replies,
I decided that they'd ail deigned not to
respond, Whether this is an eKample of
the aforementioned snobbery, I can't
be sure. Nonetheless, I have it on fairly
good authority that South Bank's sylla
buses carry more sci-fi than the average
university's and this may or may not have
something to do with the degree's course
director being 'one of us'. Of course, if it is
the case, then Ithinkwemightdowell to
infiltrate the hierarchies of other Creative
Writing degrees.

Apologies if I seem to have plugged
my alma mater a little too much, but I
feel it's a good preamble to this fact: it
has taken two entire semesters there to
begin to show my peers what science fic
tion can really be. And now we move on
to the main point of this article: some
how, a great deal of people in my average
lecture's age group (19-24) seem to have
been rather underexposed to the genre,

Prior to their time at South Bank,
there were members of the class who had
never heard the names "Isaac Asimov~

or ~Arthur C Clarke~, and there was one
daunting individual who seemed con
vincedthatStevenSpielberg'sJawswasa
prime eKample of science fiction. Perhaps
the addition of a forehead-mounted la
serto the shark,6 10 Austin Powers,Jows
might have come within ten miles of the
limits of the City of Sci-fi. But alas, there
was no forehead-mounted laser,

Whilst that particular person is most
probably beyond help, the rest of the
class seemed to take on board the fact

that a lot of science fiction does not con
form to one of the haggard stereotypes. A
look at Nigel Kneale's The Stone Tape and
excerpts from his first Quatermass serial
gave them some idea of how science fic
tionandhorrorcouldconverge in a terres
trial setting. And, with a look at Ballard's
Drowned World they saw how environ
mental issues could playa part in a sci
encefiction narrative - the same lecture
gave some understanding of how other
current affairs have been foreshadowed
in other examples of sci-fi.

In a bid to understand their views of
science fiction, I circulated a briefques
tionnaire around those of my class that
I have contact with. The questions were
simple: 'what isthe first piece of science
fiction that comes to your mind?" 'Can
you describe an image that sums up what
science fiction is to you?', 'Have our lec
tures changed your take on the genre?'
and so forth. The responses featured nu
merous mentions of pop-culture film and
TV examples along the lines of Star Wars
and post-millennial Doctor Who. Items
such as Storgote and BottlestorGaloctico,
though dead-centre of the beaten track,
were relative unknowns and, curiously,
no mentions whatsoever were made of
Star Trek - make of that what you will.
And when it comes to any given genre,
televised examples are generally better
known than written eKamples

On the back of our lectures, most
of these boys and girls can now quote a
mound of heavy-hitting names, of both
science fiction authors and theirrespec
tive works. A handful have even picked

up copies of Nineteen Eight-Four, Brave
New World and other dystopian-themed
examples of the genre - they say they
were drawn by the political elements, the
presence of which they think of as a rare
occurrence in the genre. But the presence
of those elements is not that rare at all.
It didn't look to me as if they thought of
these novels as average pieces of science
fiction and, when prompted, they read
ily agreed that they didn't. Their ques
tionnaire answers back up this point as,
despite having read the aforementioned
books, they nonetheless offer up very
space-and-technology oriented images in
response to the 'image' question,

It seems fair to say that a number of
my fellow students still carry around some
misconceptions regarding science fiction.
But I don't hold that against them. In my
opinion, there is something for almost ev
eryone in this genre, If we could shine a
light on some of the stereotype-obscured
areas of the field and allow these individ
uals to see science fiction in it's entirety
then I believe it is possible that they will
see something they like. Subsequently,
they might even take an active interest in
the genre.

JRR Tolkien once referred to science
fiction as 'that most escapist of all genres'
and, like myself and many others, he
didn't consider escapism to be a down
side. Quite to the contrary, he idolised It.
And with escapism very much in ascen
dance in society these days, our genre
could see a big boom in years to come.
But these niggling misconceptions could
get inthe way of that far too easily,

Starving philosophy student grappling with the question of the Toast in the Machine.
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WRITING A
SYNOPSIS
GARETH L POWELL WORKS THROUGH
THE PROCESS OF PRESENTING YOUR
NOVEL TO A PUBLISHER
A few months ago I sold my second nov
el, The Recoil/urton, to Solaris Books on
the strength of the first fifty pages and
a synopsis. But what is a synopsis, and
how do you go about writing one?
When I first setout to write my synopsis
for The Recollection, I found many contra
dictory articles on the subjecL Some said
it should be a single page, others that it
could be up to ten. The only points they
all seemed to agree on were'

1.;::::e::~:i:e~~:~~o ~a;:i~;~i~~
tenseyouuseinthebook,writethe
synopsis as if you're commentat
ingon events thaI are transpiring
as you write them: MHegoes rothe
bock door and sees the lombies ...~

2.:::~~l~~i~~tS~:r~~~:r~E~;~~;~o~~
novel is written from a first person
viewpoint, you should stili write the

synopsis in the third person.

3 The synopsis should tell the pro
.spective publisher (or agent) what

happens in the book. It should be a
complete account of the plot, from
start to finish, including any twists

or denouements.

The Recollection

A science fiction novel

Planned length: 80,000 words

By Gareth L Powell

The Recollection is a character-driven

science fiction novel placing modern twenty

first century men and women into a far-future,

action-packed space opera setting. The story

has two interwoven strands: one set in

contemporary London and the other in space,

on board the trading starship Ameline, four

hundred years hence:

4 .~~n;:ht~~~~i:h~~~ ~:~~~~~d;on~:
synopsis halfway through the plot,
the publisher (or agent) isn't going
to beintrigued,they'regoingto be
irritated. This isn't a cover blurb

you're writing, it's a book proposal,
andinordertojudgewhetherthisis
the book in which they want to in
vest their time and effort, the agent
(or publisher) needs to get a picture
of it in its entirety.

These four points weren't much to go on,

buttheywereastart.Sooneeveninglsat
down at my word processor and started
writing, trying !oturn a box full ofscrib
bled notes and ideas into a coherent nar
rativeoutline. I typed out the main points
of the plot, using a separate paragraph
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for each key scene or chapter, and this

came to 2500 words and covered just
over five pages. To it,1 added:

1.:e~:~i~~~::~:tr~::e~Og~i~~n~:~:~:
of its genre and expected length.

2.:xelc::ors~~::~ b~~rb; ~ir~:fi~;
document,1 hoped the inclusion of

a blurb at the top of the synopsis
would snag the publisher's atten
tion, and give them an idea of howl
was envisioning this novel as a com
mercialproduct.

3 .:he~~:\~o~:: t~~\t~~~~eco~t~~:
I induded a very short list of the ma
jorthemes I wanted to address in



you will be describing your book, and
you will have to sell both it and your5elf;
you will have to find a way to inject your
personality and professionalism into the
document.

Learningtowriteasynopsisisjustlike
learning to write short stories or poems:
it's another discipline to be mastered. Do
what you can to make it your own; but
whatever you do, please bear in mind
that some editor5 have very strict guide
lines that they will want you to follow, so
it's worth checking their requirements in
advance.

"'You should write us 0 one-sen
tence elevator pitch if you can 
because if it's cool enough thotis
whot the editor or publisher will
use to convince salesmen to bock
his/her suggestion that they buy
the novel.·

have done. Discussing synopses on my
website in October 2010, Marc Gascoigne
at Angry Robot wrote:

Once all the preliminaries were in place,
I added the main body of the synopsis:
the five pages of plot description; and
the USPs came last. The final touch was
to add my address, phone number and
email to the top of the fir5t page and the
bottom of the last.

This left me with a seven-pagedocu
ment of approximately 3000 words. I sub·
mitted it to Solaris Books along with the
first fifty pages of the noveland,a couple
of months later, the Editor-in-chiefcame
back to say he wanted to commission the
book.

Now, I'm not suggesting you slavishly
copy my example. The main point I want
you to take away from this is that I fol
lowed as many rules and conventions as
I could find. I wrote the outline in the
present tense, from a third person per
spectiveand I let it be as long as it need
ed to be in order to get across the main
events of the book; I also added my own
touches, such as the blurb and the list of
themes.

When you come to write your own
synopsis, the thing to remember is that

the book, as some of these wouldn't
come across in the simple plot de
scription of the synopsis itself. Not
only does this help sell the book as
aconcept,italsoforcesyoutoreally
consider that it is that your book is
obout - something you really need
to know before you try explaining it
toanyoneelsel

4. ~;hp~:~~:~~:~~~~~~,d:a~~o~
that I had the experience needed to
write and complete this book.

5.:r bn~:~t;~~~~s~:~~i~faU::~~~~i~~
business, and I had heard stories of
other writer5 having books turned
down because the publisher (or
agent) thought they were too simi
lar to another book they'd recently
handled.Toavoidthis,ljotteddown
a list of five Unique Selling Points:
five things that (In my opinion)
made this book stand out from the
competition. These included my
particular writing style, and two of
the unusual technologies included
in the story. I could also have in
cluded any relevant life experience
or details of any ready-made follow
ingthatlhad.

The first page now looked like the page
opposite

I followed this with the cover blurb,
my bio, and the list of themes. One thing
I didn't do was include a one-line descrip
tion of the book, and I probably should

~~~_lIiifjjiiiiiiiiii.1

Despite the heavy flak, McAlister's aim was
true, and his carefully measured aliquot of
hydrochloric acid found its mark deep in

the enemy's reservoir of sodium hydroxide.

McAlister grinned wryly: finally,
one of the enemy's strongest bases
had been completely neutralized.
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SPEAKING IN
TONGUES
GARETH D JONES OFFERS SOME ADVICE
ON SELLING YOUR STORIES TO FOREIGN
LANGUAGE MARKETS
For a relatively little-known author,
my stories have been translated into
a surprising number of languages.
As I write this, the total stands at 19,
but with a couple more accepted and
numerous others under submission the
number may well be greater by the time
you're reading it. Spanish is particularly
popular: len !>tOfies published in Spain
and South America. In total I have 42
publications in languages other than
English. These range from non-paying
blOglines like Frain Mi,ond~s in
Mirandes, to professional publications
like Hungary's Go/oktiko and the Greek
national n('W!;paper comic supplement
Ennea. The latter has a circulation of
100,000 copies, far lTI()(e than any SF
venue in whkh I've been published in
English.

It's a great feeling to see my story in
another language, even if it's something
like Hebrew that I have no hope of
reading. In languages that use Roman
script I have the fun of looking for my
characters' names in the lext. The work
of the translators fascinates me. How
do they translate complex concepts
that I've made up, British Idioms and
cultural references, phrases that rely
on homonyms to have any meaning?
These are the challenges that I assume
they face, but oddly the few Questions
I've had from translators working on my
stories have always been on much more
mundane issues that seemed perfectly
clear to me. Only on one occasion, the
catalan translation of 'Roadmaker', did
tl'le translator resort to a footnote to
explain an untranslatable point. This was
for a homonym that the boy Jeb gets
confused over. Evidently the equivalent
words in catalan are not at all similar, so
there is no reason he would get confused
in that language.

If you che<k out sites like Duotropes
and Ralans you'll find literally hundreds of
English·language markets for your genre
fiction. Markets in other languages only
seem to number into the dozens when
totalled together, so there's theoretically
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much less chance of your work being
translated and published in another
tongue.

So, how do you find your way into
these foreign markets? (I know that
sounds terribly parochial, but we have to
call them something.) Well, I can do no
better than point you to canadian author
Doug Smith. He maintains a foreign
language market list on his website:
www.smithwriter.com/foreign_market_
list.htm

Doug has been doing this for a long
time, and his site also includes useful
information and guidelines on submitting
to foreign markets.

Doug's stories have been translated
into several more languages than me,
but leading the field is Belgian author
Frank Roger with over 30 languages to
his credit. It doesn't stop with the Foreign
Markets List though. Several markets on
the list are ones I've found myself. Using
various language forums and discussion
groups, and with the help of Google

translated search, you may well be able
to discover a new market of your own.

Submitting to a foreign market is a
bit of a different experience to English
markets. The most important thing is to
read the submission guidelines fim, or
in the absence of guidelines, to email
the editor. What you'll likely find is that
you get no reply, and I generally put this
down to the language barrier. After all,
would you reply to an email in Ukrainian
if it arr~ out of the blue? At least half
of tl'le submissions I send out are never
acknowledged, and even some that send
an acknowledgement don't send an
eventual reply. I write them off after a
year. Don't give up though - I've recently
had stories published in Hungarian and
Spanish over two years after submission,
and an Italian translation that was
accepted within days but not published
until two years later.

Remember that you are only offering
rights for one particular language,
which means that you can submit to



as many different language markets
simultaneously as you want to. Be careful
not to get confused and send your
manuscript to two magazines with the
same language though. The unfamiliar
names and the fact that similar named
magazines appear in several languages
can be confusing.

Another regular occurrence in
the foreign market field is to find a
translation ofa story that I didn't know
had been accepted, or that I hadn't
even submitted, or in a magazine I'd
never heard of. When I've contacted the
editors involved they've all been highly
apologetic. I've also been contacted bya
translator working on one of my stories
that I didn't know had been accepted,
and found the original English versions
published alongside the translation more
than once. All of this is usually due to
communication problems rather than
anything sinister It's something to be

aware of and shows the importance of
making sure any communications with
the editor is clear on what rights you are
offering

Theotherthingtokeepinmindisthat,
although most of the magazines don't
mention it explicitly, they're generally
looking for stories that have already been
published in English, Some magazines,
such as Russia's Esli, only reprint stories
from professional English markets. They
may even have translation deals with a
particular magazine such as F&SF. Only
one of my unpublished stories has been
accepted for translation. Absolute Zero
was published in Ennea but has never
appeared in English. The reason for this
was that Ennea had such a tight word
count limit at the time that this was the
only story I had that fit. Despite its lack of
pedigree il was accepted.

For me, tracking down foreign
language markets is not enough

Although I've been published in 19
languages, my stories have actually been
translated into 37, Many of these are
minority languages that not only have no
SF venues, but no literary magazines at
all. I started with Welsh -afteralilam
half Welsh -and went on to investigate
the other Celtic languages. I tracked
down friendly translators across the
planet and asked them to translate some
of my shortest flash fiction. My lOO-word
story The Gondolier can now be read in
32 languages, including Latin. I've posted
several of these on my own website.

There are many reasons to enter the
foreignmarketfield:tomakeabitofextra
money from something you've already
had published,the fun of seeing your
work in another language, to further your
interest in linguistics, or to compete with
Frank Roger. Whatever your motivation,
I'd encourage you to give it a try. I've
enjoyed it immensely

GOODBYE
HOLLOWAY ROAD
GARY BUDGEN BIDS FAREWELL TO AN OLD FRIEND
Writers often talk about other writers
who influenced them, During my brief
(one term) stay on a creatiV1: writing MA
degree one of the tutors said something
along the lines of)'ou choose your influ
ences'. As a would-be SF writer conscious
of the traditions of our genre, that act of
choosing has often invol\'Cd seeking out
books recommended by others, in the
pages of the Clute and Nichols SF Ency
clopedia or mentioned by other authors.
l\'luch of this involves the search for out
of print books and these days this can
easil}' he done on-line. But what about
chance? What about urmdipity? (Which
is a word with an etymology close to us,
from a fantasy by Horace Walpole). Ser
endipity is the beneficial discovering of
something by accident. For writers dis
covering books by chance can be hugely
significant, it can mean a new influence.
Well for me serendipity had a home and
it was a marvelous bookshop. 7lu Flll/taly
Cmtr(, on Holloway Road in London

For those who don't know the Hol
loway Road it is a traffic choked north
London red-route that leads from Arch
way to Highbury. It is lined with a mix
ture of shops that reflect both the afflu
ence of nearby Islington and the more
working class areas nearby. It has junk!
antique shops, cafes, and recently seems

to be specialiZing in sex shops, The one
opposite the Fal/tasy Cm/r~ is called Fet
tered Pleasures, which one wit remarked
sounded like it could be a Greek salad
bar: it is not

But the Fan/my Cm/r( had been on
Holloway Road since the early seV1:n
ties and \vas a world in itself. Run by Ted
and Eric it was always a place of discov
cr)', crnmmed with all those out-of-print
titles I was looking for hut also books by
writers I'd never heard of, or forgotten
about, anthologies on every theme (SF
and... sex, cities, paintings. \'ou name it),
old magazines, books on genre writing
and first editions.

Over the years I used make the pil
grimage there as often as I could but then
my job took me to Holloway Road itself.
As I now worked nearhy I would often
spend my lunch in 7lu Fimlasy Cmfrr
and would always leave with something,
usually something I hadn't been looking
for when I entered. When I found out
they were to close I asked why and was
told: well the lease was up; what's wrong
with retiring anyway, we'V1: been here for
a long while? I made some quip about
needing to keep itopcn as a kind of so
cial sclVice,a drop in centre for the likes
of me, There was more truth in that quip
than I'd probably care to admit.

One of the other reasons for closing
was that, well everyone is shopping on
line, who goes to bookshops anymore?
Science Fiction is often about how the
big changes {technological, social. envi
ronmental,whatha\'c}"Qu)allcctindivid
uals'liV1:s. So tha[ comment about on-line
shopping I .....IS telling; but I find nothing
consoling in the irony.

Places shut, things changes. 11e R~
Stl1mp al/dHobby Shop in Peckham (RIP
circa 1985) used to be filled with wonder
fully painted role-playing and wargames
minarures; the old Den, home of Millwall
Football Club; Catford Dog Track; the
London Docks. We all ha\"( our own list.
But the demise of a beloved bookshop
should bc especially telling lor both read
ers and writers. If we all end up relying
on reviews or Amaron recommendations
what place is left for serendipity?

As it rurned out big changes were
about to affect me too. The global eco
nomic meltdown meant that I learned.
shortly after the bookshop closed, that
I was about to lose my job as a lecturer
after ten years. So, goodbye Holloway
Road. At least I won't haV1: to look at the
old FantllIY C~ntr( anymore. Last time I
was there the sign was still up, but the
shop was now selling old furnirure, not
dreams,
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AND FINALLY•••
"call a Rabbit a Smeerp"
A cheap technique for false elCoticism, in which common elements of the real world are re-named for a fantastic milieu
without any real alteration in their basic nature or behavior. "'Smeerps" are especially common in fantasy worlds,
where people often ride exotic steeds that look and act just like horses. (Attributed to James Blish.)

The Turkey City Lexicon

Thrignor wiped the gore from the blade
of his ivory-handled throg-c1eaver and
rammed it back into the flinner-skin
scabbard that hung from his belt. The
battle against the fire-breathing doosinfalg
had been long and terrible and many brave
bomsaw-brothers had been lost this day.

"They have sacrificed their lives for a
great cause,'" Thrignor hissed and rested
a hand on the shoulder of Fury, his might
battle-smeerp. "It will not be in vain.H

The smeerp snorted through the three
nostrils that ran down the back of its neck
and shook its massive head. The great
beast was sweating and pawing at the
ground with blood-smeared claws.

The warrior could sense the smeerp's
continued agitation.

"Steady now Fury. The doosinfalg is

slain, our work here is done.H

There hodn't been a doosinfalg this for
south in many centuries, Thrignor thought
to himself. And smeerps hod been imported
just a few generations before from the wild
continent and there were no doosinfolg in
thar distant, fly-plagued, Boo/gar-forsaken
land.

"You fought well, my friend." Thrignor
took an apple from his saddle bag and went
forward to rest a gauntlet on the smeerp's
great horn. "Your kind would never have
faced such beasts before, eh Furyr

But Thrignor could not have been more
wrong.

It was true that the wild continent had
no living doosinfalg, but there was a reason
for that. The scaly doosinfalg had been
hunted to extinction on that far land by the

packs of wild smeerps. Now, smelling the
blood that had once driven his ancestor's
to a feeding frenzy, Fury's true nature was
struggling its way to the surface.

The smeerp shook its head again and
bore its mighty fangs. It sniffed the air,
drawing in more of the doosinfalg's musty
tang.

"What is it, boyr Thrignor tugged on
FUry's reins.

The great battle-steed snapped at the
hand that tried to restrain it. Rage began
to build. Fury wanted to feed.

Thrignor held out his hand. In his palm
was an apple.

Fury opened his mighty jaws.
And munched happily on the delicious

fruit, dreaming now of his stable and a
warm blanket.

The Humpback of Notre Dame
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